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William R. Schafer
Because of its small and well-characterized nervous
system and amenability to genetic manipulation, the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans offers the promise
of understanding the mechanisms underlying a whole
animal’s behavior at the molecular and cellular levels.
In fact, this goal was a primary motivation behind the
development of C. elegans as an experimental organ-
ism 40 years ago. Yet it has proven surprisingly diffi-
cult to obtain a mechanistic understanding of how the
C. elegans nervous system generates behavior,
despite the existence of a ‘wiring diagram’ that con-
tains a degree of information about neural connectiv-
ity unparalleled in any organism. This review
describes three types of information — molecular
data on cellular neurochemistry, temporal information
about neural activity patterns, and behavioral data on
the consequences of neural ablation and manipula-
tion — that, along with genetic analysis, may ulti-
mately lead to a complete functional map of the
C. elegans nervous system.
Introduction
The relationship between genes and behavior is a fun-
damental question in neuroscience. A detailed mech-
anistic understanding, at the level of molecules and
cells, of phenomena such as sensory perception,
decision making, and alternative mental and behav-
ioral states, would shed light on one of the major
remaining mysteries in biology. However, in most
model organisms used for neurobiological studies, it
is almost inconceivably challenging to gain under-
standing of how an entire behavior is generated by the
action of individual gene products. Mammalian
nervous systems consist of hundreds of billions of
neurons, whose wiring at the cellular level is far from
completely characterized. Even in simpler models
such as the fruit fly, the nervous system contains at
least a hundred thousand neurons whose connectivity
is, in many cases, poorly understood. However, the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans possesses a small
and well-characterized nervous system, and in this
case understanding the molecular and cellular mech-
anisms underlying specific behaviors is, in principle, a
realizable goal. In fact, achieving such an understand-
ing was a major motivation behind Brenner’s develop-
ment of C. elegans as an experimental organism [1].
C. elegans offers two major advantages for investi-
gating the molecular and cellular basis of behavior.
First, its short generation time, sequenced genome,
and amenability to germline transformation make it
highly tractable for molecular and classical genetic
manipulation. Many robust behavioral assays have
been developed for C. elegans, making analysis of
behavioral mutants feasible. Thus, in C. elegans it is
relatively easy to genetically identify genes and mole-
cularly confirm their role in a specific process. A large
number of proteins playing critical roles in nervous
system function and development were first identified
genetically in C. elegans. Examples include the axonal
guidance molecule netrin and its receptor (UNC-5 and
UNC-6 [2,3]), the acetylcholine vesicle transporter
(UNC-17 [4]), the muscle contractile protein twitchin
(UNC-22 [5]), and the first olfactory receptor with
defined odorant specificity (ODR-10 [6]). In addition, C.
elegans mutants harboring mutations affecting previ-
ously identified nervous system proteins have been
invaluable for evaluating function in an intact, living
animal, and in some cases have served as models for
human disease [7]. Recently, genetic pharmacology in
C. elegans has been successfully used to study the
mechanisms of action for psychotropic drugs, includ-
ing therapeutic agents [8] and drugs of abuse [9].
The other unique advantage to neurobiological
studies in C. elegans is the unparalleled characteriza-
tion of its nervous system at the cellular level. An adult
C. elegans hermaphrodite contains exactly 302
neurons, comprising about a third of the total somatic
cells. Each of these neurons has a precise and charac-
teristic identity, which can in most cases be determined
by an experienced observer based on the position of
the cell’s nucleus in the animal. And most uniquely,
anatomical reconstructions by electron microscopy,
carried out by John White and colleagues [10], have
provided a complete cellular-level reconstruction of the
basic structure of the nervous system. From this wiring
diagram, information about the identity, gross morphol-
ogy, and synaptic connectivity of every neuron in the
adult hermaphrodite is precisely known. This structural
information has led to the formulation of hypothetical
neural circuits that have served as invaluable guides to
the study of many C. elegans behaviors [11–13].
However, despite this heroic effort to map the con-
nectivity structure of the worm’s nervous system at
the cellular level, it has proven far from trivial to obtain
a detailed model to explain C. elegans behavior at the
neural and molecular levels. It is now clear that several
critical types of information are still needed if one is to
obtain a map of the C. elegans nervous system suffi-
ciently complete to model its ability to generate com-
plete behaviors. For example, although the wiring
diagram as it stands contains much information about
which neurons are connected to one another, the
functionalities of these connections are mostly
unknown. That is to say, electron microscopy does
not reveal the identities of the neurotransmitter(s) and
receptors that function at a given synapse, nor even
whether a given chemical synapse is excitatory,
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inhibitory or modulatory. Likewise, the basic proper-
ties of individual neurons — how they respond to
chemical, electrical, and sensory stimuli, and how
these responses are modified by experience — are,
for the vast majority of worm neurons, unknown. In
addition, C. elegans makes use of a wide range of
neuromodulators, such as biogenic amines and neu-
ropeptides, that often act extrasynaptically. Although
these represent important functional connections,
they cannot be revealed by the electron microscopy
reconstruction data. Finally, there exists little informa-
tion as to how the activities of individual neurons
might correlate temporally with particular behaviors.
Obtaining a Complete Functional Map of the Worm
‘Nervous System’
How might these deficiencies be addressed to gener-
ate a more complete functional map of the C. elegans
nervous system? At least three additional levels of
mapping could be proposed: a neurochemical map
describing the expression patterns of specific neuro-
transmitters, receptors, and channels; an activity map
indicating the timing of neuronal activity patterns during
specific behavioral events; and a behavioral map, indi-
cating the functional requirements for specific neurons
and gene products for particular behaviors, as assayed
by precise cell lesioning and genetic knockout experi-
ments. Each of these is discussed in more detail below.
A Neurochemical Map
To generate a neurochemical map, it will be neces-
sary to define the cellular expression patterns for
genes with a specific role in neuronal signaling. Exam-
ples of such genes include, but are not limited to,
genes for neurotransmitter biosynthesis or vesicular
transporters (to identify which cells utilize a particular
Review
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Figure 1. Optical imaging of neuronal activity. 
(A) Cartoon of the structure of cameleon (adapted from [29]). (B) Diagram of the optical apparatus used for ratio imaging (reproduced
with permission from [31]). (C) Pseudocolor images of a mechanosensory neuron responding to touch. Red indicates high YFP:CFP
ratio corresponding to higher calcium. (D) Sample traces of mechanosensory neurons' responses to 1-second mechanical stimula-
tion. Unless indicated, responses are measured in the cell soma. (C,D) Reproduced with permission from [32]. 
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neurotransmitter), genes encoding specific neuro-
transmitter receptors, and genes encoding sensory
receptors. Much of the existing information of this
type has been gained by the generation of GFP
reporter transgenes fused to the promoter of a partic-
ular gene of interest. Although such reporters do not
always reflect the complete expression pattern of the
endogenous gene with total accuracy, the relative
ease with which such reporters can be created and
used to generate transgenic worms has made them a
widespread if imperfect standard for this sort of infor-
mation. Current information about neuronal expres-
sion patterns, mostly generated ad hoc by individual
investigators, is curated on an internet database,
wormbase (wormbase.org). The expression patterns
of a number of gene families with neurobiologically
relevant functions, including glutamate receptors [14],
G protein α subunits [15], and serotonin receptors
[16], have been analyzed more comprehensively using
this approach. At least two systematic efforts are
underway to generate expression databases on a
genome-wide scale [17,18], although in some cases
the individual cells expressing many nervous-system
genes have not been precisely identified. An
increased effort to define neuronal gene expression
patterns would be of great value not only for the
insight it could provide about functional connectivity
in the C. elegans brain, but also because it would gen-
erate useful reagents for targeting neuronal indicators
and other transgenes to specific neurons.
A second approach to obtaining information about
neuronal gene expression is to use microarrays to
identify mRNAs that are expressed specifically in par-
ticular neuronal cell types. This approach makes it
possible in principle to generate large amounts of
expression data quickly, and to potentially identify
novel gene products that perform key functions in a
given neuron of interest. The pioneering study of this
type in C. elegans obtained a highly enriched prepa-
ration of mechanoreceptor neurons by FACS sorting
of C. elegans primary neuronal cultures in which the
mechanoreceptor cells were labeled with a reporter
previously identified as touch-neuron specific [19].
Proof of principle was demonstrated by the identifica-
tion of essentially all known touch-neuron-specific
genes; in addition, a number of new genes were iden-
tified whose specific expression in the touch neurons
was then verified by GFP reporters. Subsequently,
several studies using similar methods have reported
sets of genes whose expression is specifically
enriched in the AFD thermosensory neurons [20], the
DD/VD inhibitory motorneurons [21], and the choliner-
gic VA/DA motorneurons involved in backward loco-
motion [22]. A somewhat different approach involving
targeted expression of an epitope-tagged poly-A
binding protein has been used to identify genes
expressed in ciliated sensory neurons [23]. In princi-
ple, the data obtained using these methods, together
with the complementary information obtained from
reporter studies, could provide a detailed and fairly
comprehensive expression map of the C. elegans
nervous system.
An Activity Map
Defining patterns of neuronal gene expression is obvi-
ously not sufficient to understand the functionality of
the nervous system; determining the physiological
nature of specific neuronal connections and the rela-
tion between behavior and the activity of particular
neurons is also critical. In most neurobiological
models, these questions can most straightforwardly
be addressed by electrophysiology; however, C.
elegans neurons are tiny (cell bodies are around 2
microns in diameter), and electrophysiological exper-
iments are consequently quite challenging. Nonethe-
less, significant progress has been made in
developing preparations for electrophysiological
recording in C. elegans. For example, whole-cell patch
recordings from dissected animals have been used to
study taste chemosensory neurons [24], interneurons
involved in locomotor control [25], mechanoreceptor
neurons [26], and neuromuscular junctions of the body
and pharyngeal muscles [27,28]. In these preparations,
at least some synapses appear to be intact and func-
tional, suggesting that these sorts of recordings could
be used to characterize the functional connectivity of
neural circuits. However, these dissections are tech-
nically quite challenging, which has limited their more
widespread use among C. elegans researchers, and
multichannel recordings from dissected animals
remains a great obstacle even for experienced and
skilled electrophysiologists. Moreover, due to the
hydrostatic skeleton shared by all nematodes, any
dissection that exposes C. elegans neurons to a
recording electrode causes the animal to explode
from the release of internal pressure. Thus, electrical
recordings from the neurons of behaving animals are
not technically feasible.
An alternative approach is to use optical imaging
with fluorescent probes to monitor neural activity
(Figure 1, Table 1). For C. elegans, with its transpar-
ent body and compact nervous system, optical
methods are particularly appealing as they afford the
possibility of simultaneously recording the activities
of multiple neurons in a circuit that controls a partic-
ular behavior. Given the ease of constructing trans-
genic nematodes, genetically encoded indicators,
which allow a protein sensitive to neuronal excitation
Current Biology
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Table 1. Neurons from which measurements of dynamic in vivo
activity patterns have been reported.
Neuron Type Activity pattern
ALM/AVM Mechanoreceptor Active following 
anterior touch [32]
PLM Mechanoreceptor Active following 
posterior touch [32]
ASH Nociceptor Stimulated by 
repellents [34–36]
AFD Thermoreceptor Stimulated by 
temperature increase [37]
HSN Motorneuron Silenced by 
chronic serotonin [33]
VC Motorneuron Correlates with 
vulval muscle motion [33]
to be specifically and non-invasively targeted to spe-
cific cells, are especially attractive. A number of
protein-based indicators of calcium, such as the
ratiometric FRET-based indicator cameleon [29] and
the intensity-based indicator GCaMP [30], show par-
ticular promise for detecting the intracellular calcium
transients that accompany neuronal depolarization.
As no gene encoding a voltage-gated sodium channel
has been discovered in the C. elegans genome,
calcium influx through voltage-gated channels may
be particularly critical for neuronal excitation in nema-
todes, and may therefore be especially appropriate
as an indicator of neuronal function. In C. elegans,
genetically encoded calcium indicators were first
used successfully to detect in vivo calcium transients
in pharyngeal muscle and electrically excited ring
neurons [31]. Subsequently, they have been used to
monitor activity in a broad range of excitable tissues,
including mechanoreceptor neurons [32], egg-laying
muscles and motorneurons [33], polymodal nocicep-
tors [34–36], thermosensory neurons [37], and
sensory neurons and interneurons involved in salt
chemotaxis (H. Suzuki and W.R.S., unpublished data).
Indicators of synaptic activity have also been used to
monitor thermosensory neuron activity, though with
much less temporal resolution than is obtained with
calcium indicators [38].
An activity map generated by these approaches
would provide a great deal of important information
about how the C. elegans nervous system might gen-
erate behavior. Temporal correlations between the
activities of particular neurons can allow inferences to
be made about the functional connectivity between
them; a basic example, if two neurons’ activities are
highly correlated, one may excite the other, or they
may both be excited by a common presynaptic
neuron. Temporal correlations between neural activ-
ity and behavioral events will also be informative. If a
particular neuron becomes activated following a par-
ticular sensory stimulus, or during a particular motor
program, this would strongly suggest involvement of
that neuron in the behavior in question. Taken
together with the connectivity information obtained
from the neuroanatomical reconstruction, these activ-
ity patterns should allow informed hypotheses to be
proposed about how entire behaviors might work,
from sensation to motor output.
A Behavioral Map
Correlated activity patterns may suggest mechanis-
tic hypotheses, but additional methods will be
needed to actually assess the roles of particular
neurons in defined behaviors. To establish the
involvement of a specific cell in a given behavior, it is
necessary to eliminate or perturb the activity of the
cell, and determine whether (and how) the behavior
is abnormal. In C. elegans, the standard method for
eliminating individual neurons involves using a laser
microbeam focused through a microscope to ablate
the cell of interest [39]. As nearly any neuron can be
identified based on the position of its nucleus, it is
possible in principle to eliminate any neuron or com-
bination of neurons by laser ablation. It is also possi-
ble to generate a strain of animals lacking particular
neurons by expressing toxins, such as the ICE pro-
tease, under the control of a cell-type-specific pro-
moter [40]. In general, these methods suffer the
disadvantage of irreversibly eliminating neural func-
tion, leaving open the possibility of developmental
adaptation or compensation. 
An alternative method involves reversibly inactivat-
ing neurons by expressing a dominant egl-2 allele,
which encodes an EAG-like K+ channel that is specif-
ically blocked by imipramine [41], in targeted neurons
using a cell-type-specific promoter [42]. Though the
presence of endogenous egl-2 channels in C. elegans
Review
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Figure 2. Simple and complex behaviors
in C. elegans. 
(A) Sinusoidal forward locomotion. (B) An
omega turn used in navigation behavior.
(C) Egg-laying. (D) Solitary feeding behav-
ior. (E) Social feeding behavior. (D,E) Cour-
tesy of Mario de Bono.
D E
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and the unrelated effects of imipramine on serotonin
reuptake complicate use of this reagent, the ability to
pharmacologically reverse a neuronal ablation greatly
strengthens the inferences that can be drawn from
such experiments. Genetic methods specifically acti-
vating individual neurons have also been developed.
In C. elegans, the transgenic expression of the mam-
malian VR1 capsaicin receptor has been elegantly
used to activate ASH nociceptor neurons and evoke
stereotyped escape behavior [43]. Unfortunately, cap-
saicin does not penetrate the C. elegans cuticle, so
thus far this technique has only been used to target
ciliated chemosensory neurons whose endings are
exposed to the environment. Efforts by a number of
groups to develop additional genetic reagents to
specifically activate or silence neurons are ongoing,
thus it is likely that more and better methods will soon
become available.
A second important challenge in generating a
useful behavioral map of the C. elegans nervous
system is to develop more precise and quantitative
assays for behavioral phenotypes. Despite the small
number of neurons in nematode nervous systems,
these neurons exhibit a remarkable degree of appar-
ent redundancy, as many ablations (especially those
involving interneurons) reveal no obvious behavioral
consequences to a casual observer. Assigning roles
for such neurons in particular behavioral circuits
therefore requires methods for reliably identifying
subtle abnormalities in behavior. Related to this issue
is the fact that some aspects of behavior, such as
egg-laying, locomotor navigation and learning, are
manifested over longer time scales than can be prac-
tically evaluated by real-time human observation.
Finally, many behavioral abnormalities that are
obvious to a casual observer (for example, uncoordi-
nated movement) are nonetheless difficult to describe
verbally in a manner that allows precise comparison
between and categorization among different pheno-
typic patterns.
Various approaches have been developed to address
the need for more precise quantification of behavior.
These generally have involved analyzing nematode
behavior as captured in video recordings (Figure 2). In
this way, it has been possible to define the individual
locomotor events (primarily turns) that mediate chemo-
taxis behavior [44] and to identify specific interneurons
that direct particular parameters of reversal [45,46] and
turning behaviors [13]. Likewise, it has been possible to
identify neurotransmitters controlling specific temporal
parameters of egg-laying behavior, and to implicate a
class of interneurons in coordinating egg-laying behav-
ior with fluctuations in locomotion speed [47,48]. Analy-
sis of video recordings has also been used to define
behavioral paradigms for area-restricted search behav-
ior [49], social feeding [50] and non-associative learning
[51,52]. Recently, a number of methods have been
described for analyzing the specific behavioral
responses of partially restrained animals to defined
sensory stimuli [45,53–55]. With the development of
automated systems for the collection and analysis of
behavioral data from unrestrained animals [56–58], it is
becoming possible to comprehensively analyze mutant
and cell-ablation phenotypes with respect to a large
number of behaviorally relevant features [59]. In this
Current Biology
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Table 2. Interneurons with identified roles in the control of
locomotion as determined by cell-ablation phenotype.
Neuron Ablation phenotype
AVA, AVD, AVE Reversal defective [11,40,52]
AVB, PVC Defect in forward movement [11,40,52]
AIB, AIZ, AIY Abnormal reversals and turns [13,45,46]
AIY Abnormal thermotaxis [12]
RIV, Abnormal omega turns [13]
AVF Defective in coordinating egg-laying and 
locomotion [48]
DVA Abnormal reversal response to tap [52]
Figure 3. Analysis of neuronal function by
cell ablation.
Diagram indicates a simplified overview
of neural circuits involved in the control of
locomotion. 
Command
interneurons
AVA, AVB, AVD,
AVE, PVC
Ring
interneurons
RIA, RIB, RIC
RIM, SMB
Amphid
interneurons
AIA, AIB,
AIY, AIZ
Modulatory
interneurons
AVF, AVJ,
DVA, DVB
Ventral cord
moterneurons
VA, VB, VD, AS,
DA, DB, DDHead
motorneurons
Amphid
sensory neurons
Touch neurons
Egg-laying
motorneurons
Head
sensory neurons
SIA, SIB, SAA,
SMD, RIV, RMD
ReversalsTurns
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way, it may ultimately be possible in ablation studies to
infer the involvement of particular neurons in a common
neural circuit based on common behavioral signatures
(Figure 3, Table 2).
Summary and Perspective
With recent technical advances in neuroimaging, RNA
purification, and genetically encoded neural probes, it
is at last conceivable that a comprehensive under-
standing of whole C. elegans behaviors at the molecu-
lar and cellular levels can be achieved. This would
clearly have an important impact on the wider field of
neuroscience. At the cellular level, many important but
incompletely understood aspects of neuronal function,
such as sensory transduction, synaptic plasticity, and
G-protein-mediated neuromodulation, are known to be
broadly conserved between nematodes and verte-
brates. The ability to straightforwardly attribute a
behavioral phenotype to changes in the activity of iden-
tified neurons will facilitate the use of powerful tech-
niques of genetic analysis available in C. elegans to
identify new components involved in these processes,
and dissect their functions at the molecular level. From
another perspective, the C. elegans nervous system is
a structure that shares many common functions with
the human brain, and is composed of largely similar
components. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the
computational logic used by the C. elegans nervous
system in processes of sensory integration, behavioral
decision making, and learning is also shared — in a
much more elaborated fashion — with more compli-
cated mammalian brains. Just as phage lambda has
proven invaluable for understanding gene expression,
and likewise yeast for basic cell biology, and Drosophila
for development, C. elegans may ultimately prove to be
the simple model that provides key insights into the
now-mysterious phenomena of mind and brain.
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